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HeliBars bridge for 
Yamaha FJR1300, £229
This new bridge from HeliBars has the 

potential to bring the FJR1300’s bars 

closer to the rider by up to three inches, 

and also make them three inches 

wider for extra touring comfort. The 

bridge mounts to the top yoke without 

the need to permanently modify it, 

and the stock FJR bars then mount 

to the bridge. The kit comes with a 

brake line extension, which is the only 

modification required to the standard 

controls, and HeliBars claims this 

requires no specialist fitting expertise. 

The bridge offers three new positions 

– bars 3in wider and 1.5in closer to the 

rider, 1.5in wider and 2.25in closer or 

3in closer and at standard width.

■ www.helibars.co.uk   

In preparation for the cooler 

months, British company Exo2 

has released its new heated under 

jacket to help riders convince 

themselves it’s still summer. Exo2’s 

FabRoc material uses small copper 

braids to heat up wider, flexible 

areas that cover the arms, neck 

and torso. The Storm Chaser is 

the result of Exo2’s research into 

reducing the amount of battery 

draw. The firm says it takes just 

5 amps, so it should help keep 

your bike’s battery in good nick. 

It can also be powered from a 

rechargable, portable battery – but 

only the lower back and kidney 

panels will warm up when powered 

in this way.

■ www.exo2.co.uk

Exo2 Storm Chaser Heat Surround 
heated jacket, £259.99

Dainese Street Biker D-WP 
boots, £119.99. Colours: 
Green, grey, blue or black
 Sizes: 6.5-11.5

Ixon Fueller jacket, 
£199.99. Colours: Black, 
black/white, black/white/
red. Sizes: S-4XLPrecision Clean Ammo 

motorcycle cleaning 
range, from £5.99
With Autumn turning the roads 

grimy, it’s good to know that Scottish 

company Precision Clean has turned 

its attentions from the business of 

creating cleaning products for military 

and aerospace uses to the pleasure of 

adapting them for use on motorcycles. 

Its range is well-priced and includes 

the Ammo .303 spray-on Power 

Cleaner available in one-litre bottles 

(£6.99, five-litre refill £19.50), 

a degreaser (£5.99 for 500ml), water-

dispersant (£7.49 for 500ml), a salt 

neutraliser (£6.50 for 500ml) and a 

hand cleaner for when you’ve finished 

the whole grubby business of bike 

washing (£5.99 for 500ml). MCN will 

be putting the new range of cleaners 

to the test soon.

■ www.precision-clean.co.uk

Dainese’s new 2014 collection includes 

these suede riding shoes – and yes, 

they are available in blue – which 

throw as many practical elements 

as possible at something that can’t 

protect the shin area. The Street Biker 

shoes boast a waterproof lining, have 

a tougher section where the foot will 

be in contact with the gearchange, and 

plastic guards around the ankle area. 

They also come with reflective panels 

that illuminate in a car’s headlights. 

For those who prefer the flexibility and 

comfort of a shoe to a full-length boot, 

these are a solid option.

■ www.dainese.com

French firm Ixon’s latest leather jacket 

comes in a wide range of sizes and is 

made from soft cowhide leather, with 

fit adjusters at the waist and wrist, and 

a removable thermal liner that will 

come in handy at this time of year. The 

black/white colour option is a little 

more suited to high summer riding 

as it comes with perforated leather 

panels on the front to boost airflow on 

the warmest days. The jacket has CE-

approved elbow and shoulder armour, 

a pocket for an optional back protector 

and both full and short connecting zips 

to attach to Ixon’s trousers.

■ www.oxprod.com

R&G Aero Crash 
Protectors for Honda 
CBF500, £63.49
Honda’s new range of parallel-twin 

500cc machines has been popular 

with new riders, and crash protection 

specialist R&G has stepped in to 

create a range of confidence-inspiring 

products for the naked CBF500, 

and the faired CBR500. The range 

is led by Aero Crash Protectors (top 

picture), which are designed to keep 

the main frame sections and engine 

off the ground in an accident. The 

range also includes bolt-on engine 

covers for further protection in that 

area, and there are also exhaust 

protectors to keep the can from being 

wrecked in a slide down the road.

■ www.rg-racing.com

Stealth is a new range of helmets 

designed in the UK and made in the 

Far East. The helmets are mostly 

aimed at the budget-conscious 

rider, but there is a more expensive 

helmet with an all-carbon-fibre shell 

that costs £189.99, in either road or 

off-road form. The thermoplastic-

shelled HD117 costs £84.99 in plain 

colours, with an extra £5 securing 

one of the multi-coloured designs. 

The helmets boast a dual-density 

EPS liner, removable lining with 

Coolmax wicking fabric and a 

drop-down internal sun visor. They’re 

approved to the official ECE 22.05 

standard for road use.

■ www.bikeit.co.uk

Stealth HD117 helmet, £84.99-£189.99
Colours: Black, black/orange, black/red, black/blue 
or carbon. Sizes: XS-XXL

Designed in Britain, Stealth’s 

new range comes in a choice of 

thermoplastic (top and right) 

or carbon shells. There’s a 

wicking Coolmax liner to keep 

your head fresh on warm days  

Exo2 has done 

extensive research 

into cutting the 

power drawn by 

its jackets


